Simply Pets Online Announces Release of
Dishwasher Friendly Slow Feed Cat Bowl
April 30, 2016

Durham, DH - Simply Pets Online has a newly released product on the large shopping portal
Amazon. The product is called Slow Feed Cat Bowl and is useful for assisting pets to eat slower and
reduce their possibility of regurgitating food. The feeder bowl is also safe to use in the dishwasher for
efficient cleaning.
Pet owners are always complaining that cleaning up after pets can be a hassle. The animals don’t
know how to take care of themselves and especially after meal times always leave a mess. The new
slow feed cat bowl from Simply Pets Online seeks to reduce this problem in a variety of ways.
Firstly the cat bowl can be placed in the dishwasher and appropriately cleansed. This is a simple and
convenient approach to cleaning pet feeder bowls which are usually difficult to wash after use.
According to Simply Pets Online, the slow feed cat bowl also decreases mess in the house based off

the design of the container. The bowl is shaped in a maze pattern. It is also deep in the bottom and
curved at the sides.
A spokesperson from Simply Pets Online remarked, “the slow feed cat bowl is a must have for pet
owners who desire a clean and tidy home environment. The cat bowl is suited to help reduce the
mess that pets sometimes cause during and after meal time. We feel our product will greatly influence
the cleanliness of a pet owner’s home as the cat bowl is also dishwasher friendly.”
While being satisfied with the dishwasher friendly feeder bowl, one verified Amazon purchaser
Kenyon Delk commented, “I ordered the bright purple bowl which, according to the seller's
description, is made from bamboo fiber and rice husk that are food and pet safe. The bowl is high
quality, nontoxic, 100% recyclable and dishwasher safe, which is a big plus! It's heavy, but Noel still
manages to push it around the kitchen floor while demanding more food.”
The slow feed cat bowl is currently being sold for online shoppers at an affordable price below $16.
The customer can receive free shipping from Amazon if four or more of the cat bowls are purchased.
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